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Welcome to the first issue of “Musings” a travel newsletter
that provides trip updates, travel tips and travel tidbits
from Personalized Odysseys, Inc. This issue will focus
exclusively on 2015 trip updates as I now have finalized
itineraries and costs for Namibia, Ethiopia and Turkey.

But - first things first. If you prefer not to receive this
newsletter, please click "unsubscribe from this list" or
"update subscription preferences" located at the end of
this email. Thank you and happy travels!

 

Two Trips to Africa in 2015

Two very different African trips are scheduled
for next year - one to Namibia in July and one to
Ethiopia in September.
 

 
•    Namibia offers heart-throbbing opportunities
to view wildlife, including tracking rhinos,
cheetahs and the elusive desert-adapted
elephant;  gazing at herds of elephants and
watching them interact, and sitting at waterholes
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All of these trips are small
group tours (10 travelers or
less) and people are already
signing on.  So if you are
intrigued - do send off a
quick email to let me know of
your interest.

Turkey May 5 - 21

The Turkey trip – which many
of you have been inquiring
about – was just finalized this
week.  The trip is 18 days and

http://personalized-odysseys.com/
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visited by zebras, giraffes, lions, springbok and
more. The amazing topography including
towering red sand dunes is incredible and a visit
to the semi-nomadic Himba people who
continue to adhere to their traditional lifestyles is
unforgettable.
 

 
•    Ethiopia on the other hand is not at all about
wildlife. Rather, it is a country that can trace its
roots to the 2nd millennium and is loaded with
impressive archeological delights including
Christian churches hewn from bedrock. The
country abounds with medieval castles and
ruins and the old walled city of Harer is
delightful. For those who are fascinated with
tribal cultures – travelling through southern
Ethiopia is an amazing experience as it is home
to a diversity of tribal peoples who adhere to
some incredible ancient customs.

Detailed itineraries and trip costs for
Namibia, Ethiopia and Turkey are posted on

the website:
personalized-odysseys.com

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Website

17 overnights (May 5 -21).  It
allows for ample time to
explore Istanbul’s unparalleled
cultural riches; visit the
astounding ruins at Ephesus,
and marvel at the fairy
chimneys and underground
caves of Cappadocia, all the
while enjoying charming
accommodations along the
way.

Namibia July 13 - 27

Ethiopia Sept 24 - Oct 12

A Nepal itinerary is also well
along the way to completion.
 This year’s trip –coming up in
October –is sold out.  Next
year’s adventure will be similar
and it will again be for 16 days
in early October. 

The one trip that remains
questionable is a trip to Papua
New Guinea. Travel to PNG is
an expensive and somewhat
challenging experience and
therefore, unless I can promise
an itinerary that I feel includes
the major highlights with
comfortable accommodations
and a fascinating cultural
experience, I cannot offer it to
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you.  Stay tuned for an update.
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